Fall 2019 Lüneburg Semester Cost Calculator
This document provides the cost breakdown for all three potential program options. While we would encourage all students to enroll in the full semester program (Blocks 1-4), for those who wish to complete a half-semester, either Blocks 1-2 or 3-4, the cost models are included. Cost differences between options depend primarily on housing decisions made by students.

ENTIRE SEMESTER: BLOCKS 1-4

PAYMENTS: CC tuition of $28,806, plus program fee of $6,478. Program fee includes overseas room, board, excursions, insurance, and flight allowance of up to $1,400.

CREDITS: No credits as neither housing or meal plan is paid to Colorado College for this semester.

TOTAL COST: $35,284 (Equal to on-campus cost for the same semester.)

HALF SEMESTER: BLOCKS 1-2 ONLY

PAYMENTS: CC tuition of $29,043, ½ semester abroad program fee of $3,239, CC meal plan estimated at $2,600 for the semester, and CC room charge (see housing option comments below).

CREDITS: Block 1-2 Meal Plan, estimated as $1,300, is credited back to student one week prior to departure.

HOUSING: (A) Students who do not reserve a room in housing for Blocks 1 and 2 will not be charged for on-campus housing until they return to campus and receive a room assignment. Then they will be placed where there is space, and charged the on-campus rate for Blocks 3&4 in that housing. (B) Students who reserve a room and move into that room before departing for the program will not receive a room credit, and will be charged the full on-campus room charge for the semester.

TOTAL COST: Total cost for the Fall semester (both on-campus and study abroad components) is: (A) $36,821 or (B) $38,760 (total cost dependent upon housing choice as described above)

HALF SEMESTER: BLOCKS 3-4 ONLY

PAYMENTS: CC tuition of $29,043, ½ semester abroad program fee of $3,239, CC meal plan estimated at $2,600 for the semester, and CC room charge (see housing option comments below).

CREDITS: Block 3-4 Meal Plan (or what is actually remaining unspent from the semester), estimated as $1,300, is credited back to student one week prior to departure.

HOUSING: (A) Students who move out of housing for Blocks 3-4 and receive a new housing assignment for Blocks 5-8 will receive a credit of $850 from their housing placement. Note that this does not equal 50% of the semester housing cost. (B) Students who do not move out, reserving the same housing assignment for blocks 5-8, will not receive a housing credit for the two blocks they are away from campus as the bed is being held open on their behalf during those blocks, and will be charged the full on-campus room charge for the semester.

TOTAL COST: Total cost for the Fall semester (both on-campus and study abroad components) is: (A) $37,910 or (B) $38,760 (total cost dependent upon housing choice as described above)